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www.incubar.coelib.org

Facilitates the development and growth of enterprises in a conducive environment
For entrepreneurs to thrive and be drivers of economic growth, they need to be provided with the right knowledge, systems and tools. CoELIB Incubar facilitates the development and growth of enterprises in a conducive environment linking universities, research institutions and the private sector. This development happens through an array of business support resources and services, developed and orchestrated by incubator management and offered both in the Incubar and through its network of contacts. We do this by providing all the knowledge, experience, creativity, networks, access to financing and support that you require as a (new or growing) business. We offer access to physical business infrastructure, tailored business support services and networking opportunities.

We look forward to seeing you establish your businesses to success.
THINK BIG
START SMALL
SCALE FAST
Martin Njoroge of LongBurn Sustainable Solutions
This is a company that produces longburn charcoal briquettes which offer provision of clean energy options for households. It curbs the problem of indoor air pollution, deforestation and energy poverty in Kenya.

Collins Owino/Job Nyabuti of Joco Mushrooms
An enterprise that deals with the production and supply of button and oyster mushroom. Their aim is to provide a healthy living lifestyle for its clientele.
Sylvia Nyaga of SyNa
SyNa has developed a portable toilet for the physically challenged. This provides dignity to the physically challenged and enable them fit into the society better.

Pauline Akinyi of Shamba Tamu
It is an organic indigenous vegetable producing enterprise. It solves insufficiency in the supply of organic indigenous vegetable supply in the market.

Shadrack Musyoki of Sumbi Creatives
A sole proprietorship started by Shadrack Musiyoki after observing the existence of substandard quality artworks that degrades the value of a place. Art of Sumbi aims at bringing out the aesthetic value of a place using unique and quality art works.
Lydia Mburu of Reraine Distributors
A distribution company that provides seamless flow of products and goods to the end user.

Jane Orina of Jamor Collections
Jamor Collection is a fashion design shop that designs and tailors clothes. Jamor produce unique, customized and high quality products for your interiors and fashion designed to meet your needs.

Mitchell Dibogo of Makeup by Dibogo
A beauty company offering makeup services and consultancy on skin care routines. Makeup by Dibogo not only aims at creating good first impressions and good looks, but also boosting people’s confidence and making its clients comfortable in their own skin.
Victor Otieno of CoELIB Media
CoELIB Media provides creative and trusted media services that transform lives and influence national and global development.

George Owuor of Wild Expeditions Magazine
It's a company that promotes local tourism through publication of magazine called wild expeditions magazine.

Felix Akatch of The Udder
The Udder Agribusiness Limited is a professional consulting company focused on transitioning dairy farming towards more market orientation & resilience and championing for greater youth engagement and representation in agriculture.
**Agrisolve Data World**

Agrisolve data world is a system that includes a mobile app, web app and USSD service. The system will be used to collect, disseminate and link the different players of different value chains. The system seeks to solve the problems caused by a disintegrated agricultural sector and provide long term, customized and affordable solutions to the different players of the whole sector in Kenya and hopefully the whole of Africa in the near future.

---

**Samuel Mwangi of Plotus Technologies**

This is a technology based company that has developed an automated brooding machine that solves the problem of poor brooding conditions.
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